International Technical Officials (ITO)


Eligibility Criteria

Those who are considered for the position of ITO require to meeting the below eligibility criteria and that you satisfy any two of the three criteria:

- Minimum of 3 years experience in goalball; referee or table officer
- Required experience in international events (please see below for explanation)
- Preferable IBSA level one referee level at least

Applications will be considered only when they have fulfilled any two of the above criteria.

Ability: The applicant must

- Be able to deliver exceptional performance in a world class environment.
- Be able to make quick and correct decisions under pressure.
- Be able to concentrate over a long period and deliver a consistently high performance.
- Have the dedication and willingness to work in a team environment.
- Be able to take instructions and carry them out effectively and efficiently.
- Understand and appreciate the importance of his/her role.

Definition of Events:

Regional Events: Goalball tournament in your own country.

National or International Championships: Any regional Championships in Europe, Africa, Americas or Asia/Pacific/Oceania.

Other International Events: World Championships or Qualifying tournaments.

General Information

Those interested in a Goalball ITO’s role and have also applied to be a referee (level III), if selected as a referee will be removed from the ITO process.
LONDON 2012 GAMES

ITO Expression of Interest form

Before completing this form please read the information sheet detailing the skills and commitment required from ITOs to the Games.

Name:
Address:

Email:  
Telephone:  

Previous Goalball experience:

Previous ITO experience:

Other relevant information:

On completion of this form please return by email to goalball@ibsa.es by 16th December 2011

Notes:

1. In view of the number of responses expected it will not be possible to acknowledge receipt of the application.
2. Save as your application: London ITOs call_first name_family name. Example: London_ITO_call_john_smith